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What   Does   The   Cheesecake   Times   
Actually   Mean?     by   Charlie   Schaffer    

  

          Hello   BVR   students!   I   am   here   to   tell   you   the   

meaning   of    The   Cheesecake   Times    because   you   are   

probably   wondering...   “Why   is   it   called   the   cheesecake   

times?”   Well,   in   our   6th   grade   humanities   class   we   have   a   

special   code   to   take   out   our   computers   and   you   probably   

guessed,   the   code   is   cheesecake!   In   the   2nd   week   of   

school   or   so   we   came   up   with   probably   14   different   

newsletter   names   and   all   of   them   were   great!   But   we   

voted   until   there   were   2   left,   which   were   The   BVR   Weekly   

and    The   Cheesecake   Times .   We   took   one   final   vote   and   

Cheesecake   Times   was   the   winner!   And   that   is   how   we   

got   the   name   of    The   Cheesecake   Times.     

    

DOGS   VS   CATS   

  

by   William   Mortimer   &   Joza   Wang   

                  Welcome   back    - VS -   Fans!   This   week's   VS   is…   

DOGS   VS   CATS!!!   Last   Week   it   was   a   battle   to   the   death   

with   Beach   VS   Skiing   and   the   beach   won!   Let’s   see   who   

wins   this   week!   

  JOZA’S   ARGUMENT:   

Okay,   Cats   are   just   simply   better   than   dogs.   If   you   

have   a   dog,   you   get   slobber   on   your   face   practically   

everyday!   Secondly,   having   a   cat   is   cheaper   than   having   a   

dog.   First   of   all,   every   single   day   your   dog   will   come   up   to   

you   and   drench   your   face   in   dog   slobber!   Who   honestly   

wants   their   face   drowned   in   dog   slobber   everyday.   That's   

right,   no   one!   But   if   you   have   a   cat,   the   most   it   will   do   is   

get   some   cat   hair   on   you.   That   is   one   reason   I   believe   cats   

are   better   than   dogs.Secondly,   having   a   cat   is   just   cheaper   

than   having   a   dog,   in   all   aspects,   including   food,   

grooming,   pet   insurance,   and   many   other   things.   

According   to   a   study   done   by   ASPCA( American   Society   

for   the   Prevention   of   Cruelty   to   Animals )   ,   having   a   cat   is    

cheaper   than   having   a   dog.   The   average   cost   of   having   a   

cat   to   a   dog   is   11422:21574.   That   is   why   I   believe   that   

having   a   cat   is   better   than   having   a   dog.   

  

WILLIAM’S   ARGUMENT:   

                  WOW!   WOW!   WOW!   More   like   Ruff   ruff   ruff!     

First   off,   I   would   like   to   point   out   that   this   idea   is   

crazy   because   we   already   know   the   answer!   Dogs   ARE   

“man's   best   friend!”    That   Statement   applies   to   one   pet   

DOGS!   And   lets   not   forget   all   cats   do   is   SLEEP,   while   

DOGS   go   for   walks   and   you   can   actually   PLAY   WITH   

THEM!!    A   study   shows   that   people   who   have   dogs   

actually   live   longer   than   people   who   don’t   have   dogs.   

Also   Dogs   are    more   fun   to   be   around   in   general   because   

they   can   play   fetch,   tug-a-war,   and   can   learn   many   

different   tricks!   Now   really,   do   you   see   cats   jumping   

through   hoops   or   playing   fetch?   The   answer   is…     X      so   

yes   dogs   ARE   better   than   cats!   So   instead   of   getting   a   

CAT   get   a   D-O-G-!   

Wow   what   a   thrilling   debate,   and   the   vote   is…..   2   

for   cats   and   12   for   dogs!   That   means   dogs   win!!!!   See   you   

next   time   on   VS!   

If   you   have   a   VS   idea   and   you   want   it   to   be   used,     

please   email     

Mortimerw28@bcdschool.org      and    

wangj28@bcdschool.org     

  

#Lay   Lay   And   Bee!!!   
by   That   Gurl   Lay   Lay!!   Young   Queen   Bee!!   

    

Okay   peeps!!!   We   not   only   talkin’   bout   fashion!!   

We   also   talkin’   bout   the   awesome   upcoming   holiday!!!   

( Psst   it   is   Halloween   YOUNG   QUEEN   BEE)    But   before   

we   get   started   we   just   want   to   announce   that   we   are   

starting   our   own   official   column   that   will   be   released   

every   week   with   new   topics   from   holiday   advice   to   

seasonal   fashion   advice   and   zodiacs   too!!   So   keep   posted   

for   more!!   ALSO   SHOUTOUT   FOR   OUR   BIGGEST   

FANS   THX   SO   MUCH   FOR   THE   FAN   MAIL!!   Good   

mailto:Mortimerw28@bcdschool.org
mailto:wangj28@bcdschool.org
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karma   will   come   your   way,   nice   peeps!!!   Everybody   PLS   

send   love   to   our   fans!!   

COSTUME   IDEAS!!!!!   YALL   

Okay   we   are   talking    about   all   the   good   stuff   right   

now!   You   can   be   characters   from   Stranger   Things!    Or   

from   Squid   Games   or   just   any   show   that   you   love!!   You   

can   be   characters   from   horror   movies!   Our   fav   book   or   

T.V   shows   and   movies.   (   MY   brother   is   being   Pennywise   

for   halloween   for   any   ideas)   One   of   my   ideas   is   to   be   Sally   

from   Nightmare   Before   Christmas,   or   Cruella   from   the   

new   movie!   If   you   guys   have   any   other   ideas   for   me   then   

PLS   TELL   ME   BECAUSE   I   DON'T   HAVE   MANY   IDEAS   

FOR   MYSELF!   THX!!!!   From   THAT   GURL   LAY   LAY   and   

don’t   forget   to   be   yourself   and   be   a   bit   creative   .     

Another   cool   idea   is   to   go   as   a   vampire   or   a   goth!   

Or   a   Zombie!   One    of   my   friends   is   going   as   a   zombie   so   

that's   a   cool   idea.   Also   you   can   put   together   costumes   like   

I   did   one   time   when   I   was   a   goth   last   year!   Also   if   you   

have   amazing   makeup   skillz   then   you   should   tots   just   

putogether   something   cra   cra   on   your   face!!   Like   

something   CRAZY!   You   will   catch   everyone's   attention!   

You   can   also   get   face   paint   at   some   makeup   place   too!!   

Other   ideas   are   that   you   can   be   part   of   a   blow   up   

costume!   My   dad   has   this   funny   one   where   it   looks   like   

he's   a   toddler   and   some   giant   person   is   carrying   him!   It’s   

so   funny   because   it   can   sometimes   trick   you!   So   go   on   

amazon   and   buy   stuff!   

ZODIAC   FASHION!!!!!   

Libras!   

Okay   peeps   between   Sep   22   and   Oct   23   it’s   Libra   

birthdays!!!   Based   on   the   title   you're   

probably   like   wuuuut.   But   basically   

from   my   research   Zodiacs   have   

aethstetics!   Big   words   for   fashion,   am   I   

right!   The   Libra   aethstetics   colors   are   

blue,   dark   purple,   and   I’m   also   seeing   a   

lot   of   light   pink.   If   you're   still   confused   

then   I   have   the   picture   of   the   Libra   

aethstetic   right   here!!!    As   you   can   see   

the   person   who   made   this   obviously   

thinks   that   most   Librans   are   softies   or   

just   pink   fans   but   I   did   some   research   and   I   found   out   the    

true   Libra   Aethstetic!!!   Airy   pink   and   light   blue   help   to   

open   Libra's   heart   and   soften   its   presence.   These   pale     

hues   giving   a   calming   and   likeable   presence   to   Lira’s   

personality.   Symbolizing   a   cool   subtle   breeze   light   blue   

increases   clarity   and   balance   while   pink   invokes   Libra’s   

sweet   and   loving   nature!   (   I   read   this   on   Google).    So   if   

you're   a   Libra   and   your   birthday   is   this   month   or   last   

month   HAPPY   BIRTHDAY!!!     

Virgos!   

                Ok   now   we   need   to   talk   about   virgos.   The   

season   starts   August   23   and   ends   on   September   22.   Even   

though   the   season   passed   you   can   still   shine   so   the   

fashion   is…    Virgo   

style   is   easily   

summed   up   by   

their   classic   

character   traits:   

sophisticated,   humble,   and   practical .   They   love   solid   

colored   separates,      classic   silhouettes,   and   always   staying   

coordinated.   ...   The   last   thing   a   Virgo   would   want   to   

happen   is   to   be   caught   with   a   flaw!   Even   virtuous   Virgo   

can   have   fun   with   their   outfits.    THX   Google   for   

providing   the   information!   <3   So   basically   it   is   supposed   

to   be   a   little   mysterious    and   show   how   they   like   to   think.   

They   are   over-thinkers   and   like   to   plan   ahead.   They   are   a   

little   moody   at   times   but   are   nice   and   loyal.   My   dad   is   a   

Virgo   too   so   yassss.     

Anyway   THX   FOR   READING   SEE   U   GUYS   

NEXT   TIME   YALL   BYEEEE!!   <3    AND   IF   YOU   ARE   

ANY   OF   THESE   ZODIACS   THEN   HAPPY   BIRTHDAY   

PEEP   YASSSS.   AND   BTW   WE   ARE   TALKING   ABOUT   

SCORPIO   NEXT   WEEK   AND   I’M   A   SCORPIO   SO   

YASSSSS.   HAPPY   B-DAYS   AND   HAPPY   HALLOWEEN   

TTYL.   BYEEEEEE!!!!!   

    

Jeff   Fan   Page   3    by   JeffLover444   
  

Hey   Jeff   lovers!   We   are   back   with   some   more   Jeff   

tea,   but   before   we   start,   I   would   just   like   to   say   that   my   

identity   will   remain   a   secret!   Sorry   fans,   but   I   will   not   

reveal   my   identity   for   a   good   amount   of   time,   if   I   even   

do!   Anyways,   Let's   get   to   the   good   part!   
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Survivor   Update:    Sigh-   I’m   so   sorry   guys,   but   I   

don’t   have   an   update   for   this   week.   I   have   just   finished   the   

Survivor   season:   Millennials   vs   Gen   X,   and   it   was   great,   

but   I’m   ready   to   start   the   new   season   and   updates!   (I’m   

watching   it   as   I   write   this   hehe)   

Tribal   Tea:    If   you   have   ever   watched   Survivor,   I’m   

sure   you   have   wondered,   “HOW   DOES   HE   ASK   SUCH   

GOOD   QUESTIONS   AT   TRIBAL   COUNCIL?”   Honestly,   

I   wonder   about   that   all   the   time.   If   you   haven’t   watched   

Survivor,   there   is   this   thing   called   tribal   council,   where   

every   3   nights,   one   person   gets   voted   out.   Jeff   runs   tribal   

council,   reading   the   votes   and   “snuffing”   the   torches.   But   

before   the   vote,   Jeff   asks   questions   to   change   people's   

minds   and   stir   the   survivor   tea.   It's   kind   of   hard   to   name   

some   of   Jeff's   questions,   but   I   can   tell   you,   the   questions   

he   asks   can   lead   to   blindsides,   fights,   and   tears.   One   he   

asked   survivor   contestant   Jeff   Varner   sometiming,   

promoting   Jeff   Varner   (not   Jeff   Probst)   to   out   someone   

on   his   team   about   something   crazy   (hear   more   about   that   

in   the   next   article...)   So   how   does   he   ask   everyone   those   

amazing   questions?   Before   every   tribal,   directors,   camera   

crew,   and   everyone   else   come   up   to   Jeff   and   update   him   

on   all   the   things   that   are   happening,   “Who’s   on   the   

chopping   block   (What   they   call   people   who   have   a   

chance   of   getting   voted   out.)”   and   “Who’s   getting   

homesick”   and   “Who’s   fighting   with   who”   and   even   “Who   

has   found   an   idol?”   So   Jeff   can   start   fights   and   change   

peoples   mind!     

Zodiac:    Jeff's   zodiac   is   scorpio!     

If   you   want   to   learn   more   about   zodiac   signs,   go   

check   out   the   zodiac   article!     

Kid   Survivor:    The   youngest   person   ever   to   go   on   

Survivor   was   a   high   schooler,   he   was   17   (I   think)   

Many   people   have   thought   about   a   kid   survivor,   but   

wouldn’t   that   be   too   dangerous?   I   mean,   if   it   was   a   thing,   I   

don’t   think   I’d   go   on   it.   I'm   a   very   picky   eater,   not   very   

athletic,   have   bad   anxiety,   and   am   terrible   at   lying,   so   I   

don’t   think   I   could   win.   But   I   would   get   to   meet   Jeff…   

Also,   what   would   a   kid   do   with   1   million   dollars?   

Probably   spent   it   on   robux   or   fortnite   skins   (jkjk)   Jeff   is   

someone   who   has   voted   against   Survivor,   saying   that   

“Parents   handing   their   children   puffy   coats   when   they   feel    

the   first   wind   of   fall   would   defeat   the   whole   purpose.”   

Not   going   to   lie,   I   kind   of   agree!   

                  Picture   of   the   week:    

  

                                 Isn’t   it   just   beautiful?   

Next   week   on   Survivor:    What   ever   happened   

with   Zeke   and   Jeff   Varner…?   

  

Zodiac   Signs      
by   Katie   Born   &   Natalie   Lippman   

Katie’s   Argument:   This   week's   zodiac   signs   will   

be   Cancers,   Taurus,   Aries,   and   Capricorn.     

              
              Cancer:   I   for   one   am   a   cancer   so   I   can’t   speak   the   

best   of   them   but   I   can   speak   the   truth.   Fact   1:   Cancers   

can   be   sensitive   and   emotional   most   times,   so   you   should   

be   patient   and   respectful   of   their   mood.     

Fact   2:   Cancer   lucky   numbers   are   2,   3,   15,   20.   Cancer's   

color   is   White,   And   their   days   are   Monday   and   Thursday.   

Fact   3:   If   you   are   wondering   about   your   zodiac   sign   then   

if   your   birthday   is   through   June   21-July   22   then   

congratulations   your   a   cancer   :).   Fact   4:   Cancers   animal   is   

the   crab.   One   last   note   about   cancers   their   

soulmate/made   loved   one   is   Taurus.     

Next   zodiac   sign   Taurus.   If   you   think   you're   a   

taurus   then   if   your   birthday   is   between   April   20-   May   20.   

Fact   1:   Taurus   colors   are   Green   and   Pink.   Fact   2:   Taurus   

days   are   Monday,   Friday.   Fact   3:   Taurus   soulmates   are   

well...themselves   Taurus   match   Taurus   :).   Fact   4:   Taurus   

lucky   numbers   are   2,   6,   9,   12,   24.   Fact   5:   Taurus   element   is   

Earth   and   their   animal   is   the   bull.   Next   up   the   Aries.   Fact     
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1:   If   your   birthday   is   between   March   21-   April   19   you   are   

an   Aries!   Fact   2:   Aries   soulmate   match   is   also   Taurus.   Fact   

3:   Aries   lucky   numbers   are   1,   8,   17.   Fact   4:   Their   element   is   

fire   and   they   rule   mars.   Fact   5:   Aries   day   is   Tuesday.   Fact   

6:   Aries   are   the   hawks.   Last   but   not   least   Capricorn.     

If   you   don’t   know   if   you're   a   Capricorn   then   if   

your   birthday   is   December   22-   January   19   then   you're   a   

Capricorn.   Fact   1:   Capricorn   lucky   numbers   are   4,   8,   13,   

22.   Fact   2:   Capricorn's   soulmate   match   is…   Taurus   

everyone   is   fighting   over   Taurus   my   gosh!   Fact   3:   

Capricorn   element   is   earth.   Fact   4:   Capricorn   colors   are   

brown   and   black.   Fact   5:   Friend   matches   Cancer,   Taurus.     

Thank   you   for   reading   about   this   week's   zodiac   signs   and   

maybe   next   week   I   will   do   yours.   

  

Natalie’s   Argument:   This   week   I   will   be   talking   

about   Libra   (my   zodiac   sign!)   Libra's   colors   are   pink   and   

green,   Element   is   Air,   Quality   is   Cardinal,   Day   is   Friday,   

Ruler   is   venus,   compatibility   with   aries,   and   sagittarius.   

Lucky   numbers   are   4,   6,   13,   15,   24.   The   Dates   of   Libra   are   

September   23   -   October   22.   Libras   strengths   are:   

cooperative,   diplomatic,   gracious,   fair   minded,   social.   

Weaknesses:   indecisive,   avoids   confrontations,   will   carry   a   

grudge,   self   pity.   Libras   likes   are:   Harmony,   gentleness,   

sharing   with   others,   the   outdoors.   Libras   dislikes   are   

dislikes:   violence,   injustice,   loudmouths,   conformity.   A   

couple   fun   facts   about   libra!     

1. They   hate   being   alone!   

2. They   always   avoid   conflict   

3. They   constantly   want   equality   and   justice   

4. They   are   a   air   sign   set   between   gemini   and   

aquarius   

5. There   lives   need   to   be   enriched   by   music   art   and   

beautiful   places   they   get   a   chance   to   visit   

  
  

  

Day   in   The   Life   of   NOVA     
by   Reid   Bugbee   (because   I   can’t   type)   

  

          Hi,   I'm   NOVA   and   if   you   didn't   know   already   I'm   a   

famous:   Model,   Actress,   Singer,   Rapper,   Scubadiver,   

Napper,   Biter,   Bodyguard,   MommyLover,   and   

EVERYTHING   else.   My   day   starts   with   howling   at   the   

top   of   my   lungs   at   4   am   until   mommy   comes   down   to   

play   except   she   doesn't   want   to   play   so   I   head   upstairs   to   

my   Queen   sized   Bed   where   Reid   is   watching   out   for   the   

dog   catchers,   which   I'm   totally   not   scared   of   whaaat.   So   

anyways   when   I   wake   up   nobody’s   here,   which   is   a   little   

strange   so   I   go   to   the   kitchen   where   my   gourmet   food   is   

sitting   on   the   floor.   Today   is   chicken,   gravy   and   treats,   

lots   of   treats.   Next   I   put   on   my   winner   jacket   and   step   

out   into   the   yard   full   of   snow   where   I   sit   on   the   porch   to   

question   my   life’s   choices.   I   headed   inside   after   a   while   to   

get   some   belly   rubs   and   good   girl   pets   on   the   couch   next   

to   the   fire.   Until   I   get   too   comfortable   and   I   get   wet   and   

the   nice   white   couch   turns   yellow   and   mommy   starts   to   

yell.   Faster   than   you   can   say   bad   girl   i'm   in   my   crate   for   

dogs   know   how   long.   I   must   have   missed   dress   

rehearsals,   commercials,   model   contests,   ect.   My   life   is   

officially   ruined!   I   have   no   more   words.   I'm   too   mad.   

P.S.   Mommy   if   you're   reading   this   it's   gonna   take   alot   of   

treats   to   fix   this.   Tail   flip!     

  

BVR   Sports   Update     
by   Keola   Appleton   and   Charlie   Schaffer     

  
Hello   BVR   Sports   fans!   Welcome   back   to   another   

episode   of   BVR   sports!   Today   was   an   exciting   week   in   

the   BVR   sports   community   with   the   week   kicking   off   

with   Beaver   winning   MS   soccer   7-1   against   the   Charles   

River   School   on   the   30th.   MS   flag   football   also   won   on   

the   30th   with   48-6   domination   of   the   Charles   River   

School.   

How   to   of   the   week   #1   

              How   to   throw   a   football:     

              Get   a   football   

              Hold   it   like   this:   
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Put   your   arm   back   like   this:   

  

        Propel   your   arm   forward   

and   let   go   of   the   ball   with   your   

fingers   sliding   off   and   giving   it   

the   spin.   Let   go   of   the   ball   

where   you   want   it   to   go.   

         (Tip   if   you   need   to   point   to   aim   that's   okay   but   once   

you   start   getting   better   you   might   want   to   stop   doing   it)   

  

Black   Bird   Returns   (Ch   4)     
by   Quinn   Burke   
    

The   water.     

The   cold,   suffocating   water.    The   fast,   churning   

water.   The   water   that   had   drowned   his   sister.   The   water   

that   was   threatening   to   do   the   same   to   Mist,   the   wolf   who   

had   healed   him.     

Mist   was   the   one   who   was   drowning   now,   but   all   

he   could   see   was   Raven.   Her   onyx   fur   was   slicked   against   

her   small   body.   Her   amber   eyes   were   wild   with   fear.   He   

had   been   calling   to   her,   telling   her   it   was   going   to   be   

alright.     

All   he   could   think   about   was   about   how   he   didn’t   

save   her,   how   he   could   have   jumped   in   but   didn’t.   

“Come   on!   Jump   to   that   rock   I’ll   go   in   and   you   

grab   us   when   I   drag   her   over!”   Moon’s   voice   snapped   him   

out   of   his   daze.     

Thunder   staggered   backward.   “I…   I   couldn’t   save   

her,”   he   whispered.     

“What?”   Moon   called   to   him   over   the   roar   of   the   

rapids.     

“I   couldn’t   save   Raven!”   He   burst   out.   Before   

Moon   could   react   Mist   let   out   a   yowl   of   pain   as   she   lost   

her   grip   and   was   thrown   into   a   rock.     

Suddenly,   a   glossy   black   bird   appeared   out   of   the   

trees   and   began   to   circle.     

Raven.     

“Now!”   Moon   leapt   into   the   water   and   let   the   

current   carry   her   to   Mist.   She   braced   her   paws   against   the   

boulder   the   water   was   pushing   her   into.   She   latched   her  

teeth   around   her   trainer’s   scruff.   “Thunder!   Help   me!”   

she   said   through   a   mouthful   of   fur.     

He   leapt   onto   a   rock,   whipping   his   head   from   

side   to   side,   searching   for   the   next   rock.   A   screech   cut   

through   the   bubbling   and   gurgling   of   the   river.   The   bird   

circled   over   a   rock,   it’s   charcoal   feathers   glinting   in   the   

sun.   He   leaped   over   to   the   rock   just   as   Moon   let   go   on   

the   rock   and   struggled   over   gripping   Mist’s   scruff   like   her   

own   life   depended   on   it.   He   grabbed   Mist   and   hauled   her   

onto   the   rock,   pulling   Moon   soon   after.     

Moon   had   saved   Mist.     

He     had   helped.     

Raven     had   helped.   

    

* * *   

  

Once   they   were   safe   at   home   he   and   Moon   lay   on   

the   flowing   grass,   underneath   the   stars.   The   crickets   

chirped   and   fireflies   bobbed   lazily   on   the   warm   breeze.     

“I’m   leaving,”   Thunder   blurted   out.     

“I   knew   it   would   be   soon,”   she   said.   There   was   

something   in   her   voice,   a   sad   acceptance,   that   he   hadn’t   

expected.     

“You   should   go   too,   not   with   me   though.   I’ve   

never   traveled   with   anyone   before,   you’d   be   better   off   

alone”   he   continued.   She   paused   for   a   moment   before   

giving   a   reply.   

“Who’s   Raven?”   she   asked,   turning   to   face   him.   

“What?”   he   rolled   over   to   face   her.     

“Who   is   Raven?”   she   repeated.   Her   sapphire   eyes   

glowing   with   tentative   curiosity.     

“My   sister.”   sighed   Thunder.     

“She   drowned?   You   couldn’t   save   her?”   Moon   

guessed.     

“Didn’t,”   He   corrected.   “Could’ve   but   didn’t.”   

“I’m   sure   that’s   not   true,”   

“But   it   is,   you   would   never   understand!”   he   

snapped,   getting   to   his   paws.   “Goodbye   Moon.   Tell   Mist   

I’m   heading   to   the   mountains,   you   should   too.”     

“Alright,   goodbye   Thunder,”   she   replied,   getting   

to   her   feet.   This   time   there   was   no   hint   of   sadness   in   her   

voice,   only   cold   abruptness.     
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Thunder   felt   bad   about   what   he   said   but   he   could   

not   find   the   words   to   make   it   right.     

As   he   set   his   paws   along   the   path   to   the   

mountains   he   knew   he   was   leaving   Moon   behind,   and   in   a   

way,   it   was   like   losing   his   sister   all   over   again.   He   wasn’t   

going   to   make   that   mistake   twice.   

  

Cinderella    Review      by   Brittany   Franklin   
  

             I'm   guessing   you   have   heard   of   the   movie   

Cinderella .    Well   they   just   came   out   with   a   new   Cinderella   

movie!   It's   about   a   girl   (Cinderella)   who   wants   to   open   

her   own   clothing   store   but   has   some   trouble   along   the   

way.   It   stars   Camila   Cabello   as   Cinderella,   Nicholas   

Galetzine   as   the   prince,   and   Idina   Menzel   as   the   evil   

stepmother.   The   movie   is   overall   pretty   good,   I   just   feel   

like   it   goes   by   too   fast,   like   the   storyline   is   not   the   best.   

And   it's   supposed   to   be   like   feminism   and   things   like   that   

but   it   really   isn't.   But   it's   a   really   cute   movie   and   the   

ending   is   sweet.   I   rate   it   a   6/10,   I   would   definitely   watch   it   

and   tell   me   your   thoughts.   

  

Game     by   Lawrence   Rosembert   
  

            Platformer :    a   video   game   in   which   the   game-play   

revolves   heavily   around   players   controlling   a   character   

who   runs   and   jumps   onto    platforms ,   floors,   ledges,   stairs,   

or   other   objects   depicted   on   a   single   or   scrolling   

(horizontal   or   vertical)   game   screen.   

  

Chapter   3   

Platforms   

  

Well   that   explains   a   lot.   The   “tps”   and   the   “goomba   

stomps”   as   my   friends   call   them.   But   how   am   I   supposed   

to   get   out   of   this   game?   

  

I   can't   believe   it.   How?   HOW?   It   makes   no   sense.   It's   

literally   (and   virtually)   IMPOSSIBLE!     

  

My   thoughts   race.   

                                         Could   I   go   home?   Can   I   go   home?   

  

                       Will   I   go   home?   

  

I’m   fearing   for   the   worst   right   now.   I   can’t   calm   down!   

As   my   panic   attack   ensues,   My   head   continues   to   race.   

  

My   anxiety   rises.   

But   little   by   little,   I   start   to   calm   down.   

  

(~inhale~)   

(~exhale~)   

  

(~inhale..~)   

  

(~exhale..~)   

  

(~inhale…~)   

(~exhale.~)   

  

Back   to   peace.   

  

I   started   trekking.   I’m   still   hurt,   there   might   be   a   place   to   

heal   the   wounds.   Maybe   a   hospital   or   something?   

  

I   feel   my   bleeding   foot   (well,   not   really   due   this   game   is   

not   “PG   13+”)   tremble   with   each   step,   slowly   getting   

weaker   and   weaker.   

  

Then   I   saw   it.   

  

A   HOSPITAL!   

  

That's   oddly   convenient.   

  

Well,   not   so   convenient   because   it's   a   hospital   with   a   big   

pit   with   some   floating,    moving     platforms .   

  

I   don’t   know   the   first   thing   about   games   and   

“ platformers ”,    except   from   watching   my   friends   play.   

  

The   pit   is   really   d~   

                               e~   

                                 e~   

                                   ~p.     

One    s   l   i   p    and   it's   all    o   v   e   r .   

  

Can   I   really   do   it?   

  

Stay   tuned   for   the   next   chapter!   
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Dream   SMP,   Part   1     by   DreamstanOwO967   
  

Hello!   Do   you   think   that   the   Dream   SMP   is   

interesting?   Do   you   like   the   Dream   SMP?   Well   this   article   

is   for   you.   We   talk   about   Dream   SMP’s   newest   videos,   

streams,   and   so   much   more.   This   week   we   are   talking   

about   the   bench   trio!.   We   are   also   talking   about   the   

Dream   SMP   members   newest   streams.   

Have   you   ever   heard   of   the   bench   trio?   Well   this   

trio   is   made   up   of   Ranboo,   Tubbo,   and   Tommy.   If   you   

watch   the   Dream   SMP   you   have   probably   heard   of   this   

friendship   before.   Tommy   is   a   17   year   old   british   streamer   

who   started   streaming   in   2012.   He   blew   up   in   2019   and   

now   has   a   youtube   channel   with   over   10   million   

subscribers.   He   has   a   signature   red   and   white   shirt   and   

signature   blond   hair.   He   has   many   friends   like   wilbur,   

niki,   jack   manifold.   Tubbo   is   also   a   british   streamer   who   

started   streaming   in   2017,   he   has   about   3   million   

subscribers   and   loves   bees.   Ranboo   is   an   american  

streamer.   Not   much   is   known   about   him,   he   started   

streaming   in   2020   and   blew   up   a   few   weeks   after.   He   has   

never   shown   his   face   and   always   wears   a   mask   and   

glasses.   

Tommy   and   tubbo   had   made   their   friendship   in   

2017.    They   met   on   hypixel,   a   minecraft   server   and   started   

streaming   together.   They   met   up   irl   in   aug   2020.   Tubbo   

met   Ranboo   on   the   dream   smp   when   he   first   joined,   they   

continued   talking   even   after.   Tommy   was   introduced   to   

Ranboo   soon   after   tubbo   was   and   had   a   mutual   

relationship   with   him.   Tubbo   and   Ranboo   are   now   living   

together   and   Tommy   is   planning   to   move   in   with   them   

too   after   he   finishes   college   (   high   school   ).   

The   bench   trio   has   a   lot   of   different   merch.   

Ranboo   recently   came   out   with   his   own   merch   site   called   

Ranboolive.org    he   made   about   10   different   items   and   it   all   

sold   out   in   a   matter   of   24   hours!   Tommy   is   yet   to   make   

merch   but   there   has   recently   been   a   video   leaked   of   him   

wearing   a   shirt   with   his   name   on   it   so   there's   a   possibility   

he's   making   some.   Tubbo   has   his   own   merch   shop   called   

Tubbo   Moment    of   tubboshop.com   he   had   a   drop   but   it's   

over   and   you   currently   can't   buy   anything.   

Tommy,   Tubbo,   and   Ranboo   all   have   Youtooz’s.   A   

Yootooz   is   a   small   figureren   or   stuffed   animal.   Wilbur   

Tommy   and   Tubbo   or   the   golden   trio   (   well   get   more   

into   that   another   week)   recently   dropped   a   new   Yootooz,   

the   Lmanburg   youtooz!   There   are   3   different   figurines   

that   each   represent   a   different   part   of   Lmanburg.   

Wilburs,    after   being   killed   (   in   minecraft   )   he   was   left   to   

stay   in   his   limbo   for   about   12   years,   we'll   get   more   into   

this   topic   next   week.   And   being   left   with   no   home,   

Tommy   and   Tubbos    represent   their   yonge   and   

enthusiasm   for   this   war   which   then   turns   into   fear.     

Next   week   we   will   talk   about   L’Manberg.   The   

L’Manberg   war   was   thought   of   as   the   2nd   war   of   the   

Dream   SMP.   This   is   one   of   our   favorite   subjects,   so   we   

will   probably   talk/reference   it   a   lot   in   later   articles.   

  
Cheesecake   Art   Gallery   
curated   by   Quinn   Burke   

  
Paper   Feathers   by   Quinn   

  

  

    Rainbow   Woman   by   Layla     
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Summer   Sky   by   Katie   

  

  
Mushroom   Witch   by   Jaz   

  

  
Spilled   Frosting   by   Katie   

    

Among   Us   Love   by   Cassie   

  

     
Charcoal   Cabbage   by   Ms.   FitzGerald   

  

                            
                      Inktober   Crystals   by   Adyana   

  

  

    


